
Building your Sedan Chair

The concept:

A sedan Chair is basically a traditional means of transporting important people 

who didn’t want to walk!  You’ll have seen them on TV and in the movies – they 

tended to be highly decorated with a plush interior.  You may want to choose 

slightly different priorities for your chair design as your passenger won’t be a VIP 

and the traditional chairs weren’t typically raced around a cross-country course!  

However, we do still want to see a high level of decoration.

If you do a bit of Googling, you’ll find lots of examples, some more suitable than 

others, some more complicated than others, but in general, we suggest you stick 

to the following criteria when designing your chair:

• It must be light enough to carry (quickly!) around a cross-country course

• It must be easily carried by 6 people

• It must be strong enough to carry a passenger around the entire course

• It must be decorated in the theme of your choice

• It must be safe for the passenger and those carrying it



Designing your chair:

With the above criteria in mind, a good place to start is the frame.  You’ll want to 

make something that is strong, light and easy to carry, and that you can fit some 

sort of seat to.  You may have access to suitable materials for this, but if you’re 

scratching your heads wondering where to start, a second hand aluminium 

ladder might be worth considering – there are plenty on ebay.  

It’ll probably be too long and you may have to remove a couple of rungs for the 

passenger’s legs – if you take a hack saw to it, please make sure you file down 

any sharp edges and preferably cover them with something to provide extra 

protection.  Pipe insulation and gaffer tape can be a quick and easy solution 

for covering sharp corners and edges – you’ll be able to get them from any 

hardware store.  (Your chair must be judged safe to compete).

The next thing to think about is the seat.  This could be anything from a plank of 

wood to a plastic chair with the legs removed/cut down.  The tricky thing will be 

working out how to fix it to your frame.  You may be able to drill through your 

frame and secure it directly with nuts and bolts (don’t leave the ends sticking up 

through the seat for the passenger to sit on!), or you may have to make some 

brackets to hold it.  If you don’t fancy using power tools, you could probably lash 

something together from smaller poles (e.g. cut down broom handles).

You’ll want to add some sort of cross-piece in the middle to create an extra 

handle on either side of the frame.  This would typically be beneath the seat, 

across the underside of the frame.   You could use an old wooden tent pole 

(probably not the lightest solution), just don’t use the one with the spike on the 

end!  A good old fashioned square lashing on either side would be a good way 

of securing it.

Another thing to bear in mind is how you will transport your chair to the campsite.  

If you’ve got a van or decent sized trailer – great!  If not, you might want to see if 

anyone in your group has roof bars on their car!



Decorating your chair:

Once you’ve designed your frame and seat (probably based around what 

materials you can lay your hands on), you’ll need to come up with a theme for 

your chair, passenger and runners, and work out how you’re going to decorate 

the chair and yourselves accordingly.

The quality of decoration has a significant impact on your overall score 

(and it’s a good laugh – for you and the other teams!), so it’s worth putting some 

effort into.  You can pick pretty much any theme you want (have a look on our 

website – www.sedanchair.org – under the “previous years” tab), but you’ll get 

extra marks for being topical (i.e. based on something recent).  This could be a 

major news story or event, a recent movie release etc.

Decorating the chair itself can be done in a variety of ways, but remember you 

still want it to be light enough to carry/run with.  Some options that have been 

successful in the past include:

• Large sheets of card/cardboard, cut to shape and coloured/painted, 

supported with bamboo sticks (quite good if you’re doing a car/van, building, 

or similar with flat sides) 

• Chicken wire (wire mesh), shaped appropriately, and coated with either thin 

card or paper mache, and then painted.  (Remember – if you’re planning on 

decorating your chair at the event, paper mache takes a long time to dry!)

• Stretch material over a frame (bamboo, hula-hoops, plastic piping etc.) and 

paint/stick logos on etc.

So, materials and tools you might need could include cardboard, bamboo, 

chicken wire, newspaper, wallpaper paste, old sheets, paint, paint brushes, 

plastic piping, scissors, rope/string, gaffer tape…..

…..and don’t forget to decorate yourselves too!

http://www.sedanchair.org/


Additional information:

Judging criteria for your chair

Each chair and team are judged on a number of criteria before (and after!) the 

race.  Your overall score will be a combination of pre-race judging scores, the 

scores you achieve at the various bases around the course, the time in which 

you complete the course, and the state your chair and team are at the finish line 

(i.e. how much of your decoration and costumes remain intact!).  The pre-race 

judging of chair and team is based on the following criteria:

1. Design and construction of chair

2. Best dressed team

3. Most topical theme

Health and safety

Please note that it is your responsibility to ensure that your chair is safe to 

compete, and that both the passenger and the team carrying the chair are not at 

risk from injury from the chair itself.  If, upon judging prior to the race, your chair 

is deemed to be unsafe, the judges and/or event service crew may make 

modifications to your chair (usually involving foam and gaffer tape!) and you will 

be marked down accordingly.  If it is felt that safety issues cannot be rectified, 

you will not be allowed to compete in the race.

All designated passengers will be required to wear some form of head protection 

(bike helmet, climbing helmet etc.) throughout the race.  Please bring your own 

helmet for this purpose.

Useful tips

# Put your smallest/lightest team member in the chair   # You’ll be running 

through woodland so wear appropriate footwear and don’t make the chair too 

wide or tall   # Don’t have bits of the chair protruding too low – as you get tired 

you’ll carry the chair lower and may catch it on the ground   # Bring a bike 

helmet for the passenger   # Design the chair to be resilient – its condition is 

also judged at the end of the race   #


